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ABSTRACT

Smart home research has led to the development of many sophisticated network protocols,

smart appliances, and home gateway technologies. A smart home is a networked home

containing various electrical and electronic devices controlled by a home gateway which

manages the appliances and connects the home to service providers via the Internet. Smart

homes are generally designed to assist peopìe with cognitive impairments, seniors, and/or

people with physical disabilities in their day-to-day activities. A key element in building such

a user-adaptive smart home is to fully utilize the computational capabilities and automate

the working of the smart appliances based on the inhabitants' appliance usage patterns.

The goal of this thesis is to build a system which will assist device automation in smart

homes based on the device usage patterns of a smart home inhabitant. By applying suitably

adapted sequential data-mining techniques to historical smart home data, consisting of an

inhabitant's device interactions, we extract device usage patterns that permit us to predict

each user's next action. The predicted action could then be used to send signals to the

appropriate devices through the home gateway, thereby automating the home.

The unavailability of real smart home data, due to cost and privacy issues, led us to

design a synthetic data generator based on discrete-event simulation, capable of generating

plausible spatial-scenario-based smart home data. We used a controlled variation technique

to generate similar data repeatedly so it can be used to test the data mining application.

We induced temporal heterogeneity to represent time variations in day-to-day user device

interactions. We also used a parameterizable Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC) to

generate varying proportions of patterned and non-patterned smart home data. We found

that our prediction system gave a useful rate of correct predictions over a wide range of

tuning parameters and proportions of patterned and non-patterned data.

We strongly believe that this system will be an important component of the basic proto-

type platform for promoting independence to seniors and/or the physically challenged, who

require assisted living to remain in their own homes.
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Glossary of definitions

1. Association rule : An association rule is an expression A+8, where,4 and B are

item sets (defined below). Given a transactional database, where each transaction ?
is a set of items, A+B indicates that whenever a transaction ? contains A, then it
probably contains B too.

2. Item set : An item set is a non-empty set of items of interest from the data to be

mined. An item set i is denoted by (ir,'iz..,in), where i¡ is an item (element).

3. Set of large k-itemsets tr¡ : (itemsets with a specific minimum level of support).

Each member of this set has two fields: i) itemset and ii) corresponding support

count [2].

4. Set of candidate k-itemsets Cr : (potentially large item sets). Each member of

this set has two fields: i) item set and ii) support count [2].

5. Support : The support s for an association rule l=+B is the percentage of transactions

in the database that contains A U B [L7]

6. Confidence : The confidence of an association rule A+ B is the ratio of the number

of transactions that contain A U B to the number of transactions that contain ,4.

7. Sequence : A sequence is an ordered list of itemsets. A Sequence is denoted < s1,

s2, .. .,sn Þ , where sr. is an item set.



8. subsequence : A sequence r a1, a2 ..., a,, > is a subsequence of another sequence

1 b1, b2 ..., bn > if there exists integer fi 1 i2 ..., in. such that a1 C b¿1, az Ç b¡z

'.., an Ç b¿n.

9. Taxonomy : A taxonomy is a user-defined hierarchy over a collection of items.

10. Patterned data : Patterned data are generated according to a pre-selected/given

spatial scenario.

11- Non-patterned/noisy data : Non-patterned/noisy data are generated using a ran-

domly selected spatiaì scenario.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Smart home projects are fast emerging as an important research area. A smart home is

a networked home containing various electricaì and electronic devices controlled by a home

gateway. The home gateway manages the devices and connects the smart home to the service

providers via the Internet. There are several research projects that are being carried out on

smart homes: notably Microsofb's Easy Living [49], Philips Ambient Intelligence [22], The

MavHome project at the University of Texas [48], Florida University's Gator Tech Smart

Home [2a] and Georgia Tech's Aware-Home [6]. The vision of all smart home projects is to

buiid an intelligent environment which wiìl adapt to, and provide maximum comfort to, its
inhabitants.

The Home Technology group in TRLabs aims to build a better smart home. Phase one

of the research carried out in TRLabs had two parts: 1) develop an interoperability frame-

work [9] which will enable communication between various devices using different standards

and 2) determine the location of users within the smart home [5].

Based on the determined location information, it is possible to correlate device use with



users at various locations. These location data, combined with inferred user device interac-
tions and time stamps collected over a period of time, will contain the user,s regular device
usage patterns.

We were initially interested in building a user action predictor for smart homes using
data mining techniques which would form the first step to promote independence for seniors
and/or the physically challenged people who require assisted living to remain in their homes.
We had trouble in getting valid smart home data due to cost and privacy issues. The
unavailability of data led us to think of developing a data generator for generating synthetic
smart home data' There are various advantages of using synthetic data for testing and
evaluating a data mining system. For example, the properties of synthetic data can be
altered to represent various scenarios which are not available in authentic data. Initial study
of the existing synthetic data generators led us to conclude that they are not well suited for
generating realistic smart home data.

There are two major components to my thesis: 1) build a synthetic data generator,
capable of generating piausible smart home data consisting of user-device interactions, and
2) build a user action predictor, which uses data mining techniques on the smart home data
generated/collected to find each individual's device usage patterns. This can be used to
predict a user's next device interaction.

Developing a synthetic data generator and a user action predictor for smart homes re-
quires multi-disciplinary research. To buitd such a real world application, knowledge from
various research domains is required, such as: data mining and database management sys-
tems, current smart home projects, pervasive and ubiquitous computing, and context aware
computing.

A smart home must be context-aware to provide an unobtrusive and appealing environ-
ment filled with pervasive devices that will help it's occupants to achieve their tasks at hand
easily; technology that interacts closely with its occupants to the point where such interac-
tion become implicit [38]. To make a smart home context-aware and adaptive, it must be
able to automate the devices based on the current individual(s) and context.



1.1 The Need For Home Automation

It is projected that there will be 1.2 billion people over the age of 65 worldwide in the

yeat 2025 [r3]. Nearly 70% of the world's senior population will be in developing countries

and 30% in developed countries. Figure 1.1 shows the elderly demographic trends in a few

developed countries and it is projected that by 2050 most of the developed and developing

countries will have at least 25% of their population over the age of 65 .
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Figure 1.1: Percentage of world's population over the age of 65, actual and projected [12]

The 2006 Canadian census shows the number of Canadians, aged 65 and over increased

[.5% in the previous five years and made up a record high of I3.7% (Figure 1.2) IIZ] of the

total Canadian population in 2006 [37].

The number of canadians over 80 years of age has steadily increased (see Figure 1.3) [11]

and reached the t million mark for the first time in 2006 (I.2 million) [32]. The number of

centenarians in Canada went up by 2270 compared with the number in 2001.

As the world's aging and physically challenged population increases, more and more

people are being faced with the following questions [13]:
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Figure 1.2: Percentage of canadian population over 65 years of age

How do you care for ailing relatives?

How long can elderly and medically challenged individuals live alone in their own

homes?

"Assistive technology" such as home automation, which can help the seniors and the
physically challenged to maintain and increase their functional capabilities, is often a suitable
ansrü/er to these questions.

I.2 Scenario Illustration

The need for device automation and minimization of human intervention in smart homes

can be best explained with the help of scenarios [9].

It is now 6'30 AM and Maruthi'is awalcened by the sound, of his fauorite cd, playing i,n the

baclcAround. The home gateuay now turns-off the air cond,itioner, tur-ns-on the uallcway ti.ghts
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Figure 1.3: Canadian population over g0 years of age

and the coffee malcerin the lcitchen i.s turned on to malce a drink. The room cur-ta,ins and, the

blinds are o'penetÌ and the bath tub is fi,Ited with wann water while the towel i,s warmed, up in
the towel heater. It is now 7.15 AM and the home gateway detects Mar-uthi,'s presence in the

li'uing room and, tums on the teleuisi.on plaging hds fauorite channel; at 7.30 AM Mar.u,thi is

reminded to take his daily medici,nes.

It is 11.00 AM and Maruthi's blood pressure and sugar leuels are rnonitored. and, the

readings are sent to his d,octor. At 11.30 AM the d,octor analyzes Maruthi,'s read,ings and,

finds th'at Maruth'i's blood pressure is way aboue nortnal and hence ,instructs Mar-uthz to

take blood pressure tablets. The i,nstruction is disptayed on Maru,thi's TV. At 6.50 pM,

the horne gateway arms the interior and perimeter security system, turns on erterior and,

interior lights, turns-on the ternperature controller, and plays Manrthi,'s fauorite program on

the teleuision. If Maruthi is not at home, the home gateway rand,omizes the interior tighti,ng

þiuing an appearance that the home is occupi,ed) and record,s Maru.thi,'s fauorite program. It
is 7.30 PM and Mar-uthi retur-ns home. The home gateway detects his presence and, tur-ns-on

the answering machi,ne whi,ch plays the uoice messages and tunts-on the VCR to play the

lggl



recorded progro,rn.

The above scenario illustrates the advantages that the automation of devices can provide

lo assist smart home inhabitants.

1.3 Thesis Challenges and Goals

The main goal of this thesis is to build a useful prototype which can emulate scenarios

similar, but not limited to, the one described in Section 1.2. To achieve this successfully, the
following objectives, defined by Huber l2b], must be met:

o optimize inhabitant productivity by improving comfort, simplifying technology use,

and enhancing accessibility,

. ensure and enhance security, and minimize operational cost.

The knowledge of device interactions that occur in a smart home must be acquired,
pre-processed, and applied to automate the smart devices [25]. This poses the following
challenges that are addressed in my thesis:

o Capturing of device interactions

o Managing available smart home data

- What data needs to be stored?

- How to store all the smart home data collected?

o Ext¡acting meaningful device usage patterns from available smart home data

- How to extract user's device usage patterns?

- How to decide the "interestingness" of a pattern?

- How to best represent and store the user's infe¡red device usage patterns?



o Predicting the user's next action for device automation

- How to automate a smart device based on inferred user device usage patterns?

- To what level should the devices be automated?

I have divided my thesis into five phases to systematically address these challenges. In

phase 1 of my research, I have built a synthetic data generator for smart homes to generate

device interactions within a smart home. In phase 2 of my research, I have developed a data

storage module that interacts closely with the synthetic data generator to securely store

the meaningful generated/collected data. In phase 3 of my research, I have developed a

data miner which uses suitably adapted sequential pattern mining to extract device usage

patterns on the data collected. In phase 4 of my research, I have developed a predictor, that

uses the extracted device usage patterns and context to make predictions of the user's next

action. In phase 5 of my research, I have evaluated the prediction accuracy of my predictor.

L.4 Thesis Organization

The remainder of the document is organized as follows: The related work is presented in

Chapter 2, and has been further divided into four major parts. In part one of the related

work, I briefly explain the essential sequential data mining techniques. In part two of the

reìated work, I describe the main smart home research initiatives. In part three of the

related work, I present a short survey on some of the available smart devices. In Part

four of the related work, I review existing synthetic data generators. Chapter 3 expìains

the chaìlenges and the goals of my thesis. In Chapters 4, and 5, I explain the design goals

and methodologies, architecture, implementation methodologies, and ¡esults of my Synthetic

Data Generator and intelligent Miner design and the User Action Predictor, respectively.

Chapter 6, explains the evaluation strategy I used to assess the prototype and presents the

results of our evaluation for accuracy of prediction. Finally in Chapter 7, I conclude the



thesis and specify some possible future work.



Chapter 2

Related Work

I have organized my related u'ork into four Sections. Section 2.1 gives an overview- of data
mining algorithms. Section 2.2 gives an overview of the research that has been carried out
in the smart home field' Section 2.3 gives an overview of some smart devices specifically

designed for smart homes. Section 2.4 gives an overview of the main available synthetic data
generators.

2.L Data Mining Techniques

Data Mining can be defined as [34] "the non-trivial extraction of implicit, previously un-

known, and potentially useful information from data". Using data mining techniques, large

databases can be analyzed to discover regularly occurring patterns. Data mining techniques

have been applied for studying customer's buying patterns in stores, for credit card fraud

analysis, for network intrusion detection, for business process improvement, etc. However,



very ]ittle 'ù/ork has been carried out in applying data mining techniques to smart home

data. The ability to find patterns automatically from input data can be used on smart home

data consisting of location and user device interactions to find the device usage patterns of
each inhabitant of a home. From the usage pattern for a user, we can predict the user,s

next action. Once the user's next action is predicted, it is possible to send commands to the
home gateway to regulate the particular device(s) involved.

There are various data mining techniques [17] such as; association rule mining, frequent

set mining, sequential pattern mining, classification, clustering and outlier detection. Of
these various techniques, sequential pattern mining is of particular interest to my thesis

because most device usage patterns are sequential. For example, after getting up in the
morning, people might, with some degree of regularity, turn on a water heater, and then the
toaster followed by turning on the coffee maker.

Understanding association rule mining will help to better understand sequential pattern
mining' So I will begin by presenting a brief introduction to association rule-based mining
followed by an introduction to sequential mining algorithms. The terms used in this Section

are summarized in a glossary of definitions presented at the beginning of this thesis.

The Apriori Algorithm

The Apriori [2] algorithm is one of the first and most popular algorithms for association rule
mining. It is based on the downward closure property or the "Apriori" property which states
that any subset of a frequent itemset must also be frequent [2]. The Apriori algorithm scans

the transaction database to find the frequent 1 itemset , Lx (K: 1) based on given values

for support and confidence. The Z¡ (K :1) set consists of two fields namely; items and

their support. In stage 2 the algorithm self joins l¡ (K: 1) to generate Cn*, (K: 1) j.e.,

candidate set for frequent 2 itemset. Then, the database is scanned again, to get the support
count of the items in the candidate set consisting of two frequent itemsets Lt (K:2). The
process is repeated'untiì all the frequent item sets in the database are generated. Drawbacks

10



of the Apriori algorithm include the fact that it requires multiple database scans (which
are costly) and that it does not allow user focus, (i.e., the user only inputs the values for
minimurn support and confidence, and waits for the result). Thus, the user has no control
over the mining process.

Sequential Mining Algorithms

Sequential pattern mining is the mining of frequently occurring patterns related to time
or other sequences [22]. For example, consider a customer buying bread, who is likely
to buy butter or jam next. This is an example of a sequential pattern. Many real-time
transactions such as web access patterns or customer buying patterns are sequence and/or
time related. Similarly. device usage patterns by a smart home inhabitant are also time
ahd/or sequence related' So, it seems logical that sequential pattern mining techniques

should be applicable to smart home data, to discover regularly occurring sequences that
reflect inhabitant's device usage patterns. In the following subsections, I will review a feu,

of the more common sequential mining algorithms.

The AprioriAll Algorithm

The AprioriAll algorithm was proposed for market data analysis by Srikanth and Agarwal [3].
Each transaction in the customer database consists of a customer identification number,
transaction time and the item purchased. To mine the sequential data, the authors have
proposed 5 phases, namely: the sort phase, Litemset phase, transformation phase, sequence

phase and maximal phase.

In the sort phase, the database is sorted using the customer id as the major key and

transaction time as the secondary key. This is done to convert the original transactional
database to a database consisting of customer sequences [3]. In the Litemset (Large itemset)
phase all the itemsets which have support greater than some minimum support are found.

11



The item sets are mapped to a set of continuous integers [3]. The reâson attributed to this
is a) comparison of any two itemsets can be done in constant time and b) it reduces the
time consumed to check a sequence with that of a customer sequence. In the transformation
phase each transaction is repìaced with the Litemset contained in the transaction and the
transactions which do not contain Litemsets are discarded. The sequence phase uses a
variation on the Apriori algorithm. where frequent sequential patterns are found based on
support and confidence' The maximal phase is used to find the maximal sequences among
the set of large sequences. Maximal sequences are found by deleting sequences from the set
of all large sequences S which are subsequences of ,S¡ (in short, deleting sequences from 51. . .

^S¡-1 which are subsequences of S¡,) [B].

The GSP (Generalized sequential pattern mining) Algorithm

The AprioriAll algorithm has some major drawbacks. It does not consider time constraintsl
between the transactions, taxonomiesz and has a rigid definition of a transaction, i.e., all the
elements of a pattern must be present in a single transaction.

In GSP [4], the user can define time constraint variables such as mingap, maxgap, sliding
window3 size and is-a hierarchy. The variables mingap and maxgap defines the minimum
gap and maximum time gap, in which different transactions can be considered as a related
sequence of transactions respectively. The sliding window variable is defined to overcome
the rigid definition of a transaction as in Aprioriall. The rest of the steps are similar to that
of the AprioriAll algorithm.

lMinimum and maximum time gaps between adjacent elements of sequential patterns.
2A user defined "is-a" hierarchy on items [4].
3Tlansa¿tion time constraint, (i.e', sliding window size) determines weather a transaction cont¡ibutes to

the confidence of a sequence. All the transactions within the sliding window gap are considered to be a part

of a singìe sequence.

72



The GSP algorithm outperforms AprioriAll in terms of efficiency because GSP generates

and counts fewer candidates than AprioriAll. The effect of time constraints and the sliding
window allows GSP to run significantly faster, with the maxgap parameter set to a realistic

value, than without. On the other hand, specifying the sliding window increases the execution

time due to the increase in overhead and increased number of sequential patterns.

The SPIRIT (Sequential Pattern mlning with Regular expresslon consTraint)

Algorithm

The Apriori based algorithms for sequential pattern mining lack user-focus (i.e., the user

has no control over the mining process). Lack of user focus resulted in disproportionate

computational costs and large volume of useless data [19, 20]. This serious drawback moti-
vated Garofalakis et al. [19] to come up with a new family of sequential mining algorithms

which provide user focus through the use of regular expression constraints. Compared to the

Apriori based algorithms, the SPIRIT algorithm has two major architectural differences: a)

weaker constraints [20] are induced by using regular expressions; and b) these weaker con-

straints are used in candidate generation and pruning steps. There are four variations on the

SPIRIT algorithm, namely: SPIRIT (Naive), SPIRIT (Legal), SPIRIT (Vatid) and SpIRIT
(Regular)' The various SPIRIT algorithms differ from each other based on the degree to
which the regular expression constraints are enforced during the candidate set generation

and pruning steps.

The regular expression constraints are advantageous because they are simple and can

specify natural syntax for the sequential patterns. In a database of customer sequences?

with user-specified minimum support and a user-specified regular expression constraint, the

SPIRIT algorithm(s) finds the frequent sequential patterns which satisfies both the regular

expression constraints and the minimum support constraint.

The use of regular expression constraints allows the user to specify the patterns of interest.

13



For example if the user wants to get information about hotels in New York starting from

Yahoo!'s home page he can choose either of the following two paths [19]:

Travel- -> YahoolTravel -> North America -> United States ->

New York -) New York City -> Lodging -> Hoteì.s

Travel-->Lodging->Yahoo ! Lodging->Ner.r york->New york Cities->

New York City->Hotels and Motels

Now, consider that we are only interested in paths that begin with tavel and end in either

Hotels or Hotels and motels, and at least contain one of the following; Lodging, yahoo!

Lodging, Yahoo! Tïavel, New York or New York City. The Garofalakis et al. [1g] use regular

expression constraints to extract the paths which are interesting to the user. The above

problem can be easily formulated as a regular expression as foilows:

Travel (Lodging I Yahoo ! Lodging I Yahoo ! Travel I Ner¡ york 
I New york City)

(HoteLslHotels and Motel),

where "1" stands for disjunction.

Using regular expression constraints and minimum support constraints results in fewer

patterns which are of more interest to the user.

The SPIRIT (Valid) algorithm requires that the candidate sequences generated end in the

final state of the automaton corresponding to the regular expression. The algorithm uses

a stronger relaxed constraint for generating and pruning candidates (i.e., SPIRIT (Valid)

T4



requires that every candidate sequence to be valid, meaning that the sequence path must

end in the final state represented by automaton corresponding to the regular expression

constraint). Also, the candidate sequences having support less than the minimum support

are pruned.

The SPIRIT (Valid) algorithm is of particular interest to my thesis, and my data collec-

tion and pruning techniques will be similar to the SPIRIT (Valid) algorithm. Smart home

data should consist of the device interaction data, in addition giving user locations and time

stamp. My idea is to collect such user device interaction data which are of interest and valid.

The detaiìs of data collection and mining are discussed in Section 5.6 of this thesis.

2.2 Example Smart Home Projects

In this Section, I will present a brief overview of various smart home projects. The smart

environments developed in all the discussed research projects are only capable of automating

devices based on user-set preferences and not based on user device usage patterns. "Intel-

ligence" in these research systems are merely an application deployed [9] or preferences of

individuals set in the home gateway. It is highly unlikely that a user will be willing to set

all his preferences for device automation. However, none of the smart home projects except

the MavHome project focuses on minimizing human involvement in operating smart home

devices. The MavHome project, which aìso uses data mining techniques for user action

prediction, is discussed in the most detail.

Microsoft Easyliving

Easyliving is Microsoft's prototype architecture and technologies for building intelligent en-

vironments [a9]. The Easyliving project provides a context a\rvare environment with smart

devices controlled by context brokers. The Easyliving environment is equipped with elec-
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tronic vision for user tracking and uses device independent communications and data pro-

tocols to facilitate communication between various devices. Easyliving is Microsoft's vision

for intelligent ubiquitous environments. One of the scenarios envisioned is that when a user

enters a dark room, the sensors detect the user's movement and the light sensors detect that

room is dark and turn on the lights. In the Easyliving environment, if a user wants to

use a device, the user has to authenticate himself/herself with the device. Once successfully

authenticated, the user's details are sent to the context brokers. If the user moves within the

environment, the user's movements are tracked by the sensors and reported to the context

brokers. When the user tries to use any other device, the context broker re-authenticates

the user with the device and thereby also allows the user to access and control other devices.

Philips Ambient Intelligence Project

The aim of Ambient Intelligence [27] project is to integrate electronic appliances into people's

everyday life. The design of the system involves scenarios such as where the user is to be

informed that he is getting late to the office while he is brushing his teeth .9, 27). The

Ambient intelligence project is based on user preferences but it is not completely automated.

Instead, it assists the users by automating devices based on each user's preferences set.

Cisco's Internet Flome

Cisco has set up an internet home 132, 4I) with state-of-the-art off-the-shelf smart devices.

The residential gateway and wall-mounted control panels form the back bone of Cisco's

Internet home. The residential gateway is always connected to the Internet through a high

speed DSL connection and allows controlling of voice, video and data services that are to be

delivered to the home. Internet home, as the name suggests can be controlled over Internet.

It is possible to view live video/pictures of each room in your house and open the front

entrance door when your plumber rings the door bell while your are still in the office using
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your computer.

With Cisco's Internet home it is possible to control your house lighting, room tempera-

tures, and also exterior and interior security devices over the Internet. Also the smart devices

can send important messages via email to you at your office. For example, the smart refrig-
erator can send an email reminding that you are out of essential groceries such as milk and

bread and ask for your confirmation to automatically order the groceries over the Internet.

The CUSTODIAN Project

The CUSTODIAN (Conceptualization for User involvement in Specification and Tools Of-

fering the Delivery of system Integration Around home Networks) project [tb, 1g] is a smart
home research initiative at Robert Gordon University. The main objective of the project is to
provide a platform to design, validate and evaluate home automation systems, particularly
built for people with disabilities. The CUSTODIAN project consists of visual, easy-to-use,

efficient and flexible tools which can be used to simulate a smart home environment prior to
their its installation.

With the CUSTODIAN project it is possible to build a smart home based on specific

user needs. One of the scenarios envisioned in this project is simulating a smart home based

on a "Users Needs Report" prepared by the doctor in consultation with the use¡ who needs

assistance due to disability. This simulated environment is evaluated and validated before

real physical installations take place.

Gator Tech Smart Home

The Gator Tech Smart Home is a research initiative carried out at the University of Fìorida.
One of the main goals of this research project is to assist elderly people to live indepen-

dently 19,241. The architecture of the prototype has several layers; the physical layer, the

sensor platform layer, the OSGI based middleware layer, the knowledge layer, and the context
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management layer.

The physical layer is composed of various devices such as set-up boxes, TVs, heaters,

lights, etc., and their inter-connections. The sensor layer consists of sensors capable of

communicating between various devices and with the OSGi [7] based middleware. The

knowÌedge layer determines the available services and for this it uses a reasoning engine [9,

2al- The context manager activates certain services based on events. For example, remind.ing

people to take medicines once they have had their dinner [g].

The University of Texas MavHome Project

The MavHome project aims to build asmart home that is intelligent and versatile [b0]. The

goal of the project is to: maximize comfort and productivity of its inhabitants and minimize

operation cost [50]. Research has been carried out in the MavHome project to investigate

the use of data mining algorithms for user action prediction. They have come up with 4

different algorithms for user action prediction, they are:

1. SHIP : Smart Home Inhabitant Prediction.

2. TMM : Task based Markov Model_

3. ED : Episode Discovery.

4. Predict : Meta-predictor.

SHIP

The history of inhabitant actions is maintained as a sequence of actions. The SHIP algorithm

then tries to match the recent sequence [16] of actions with historical data. The user's actions

are constantly mapped to the history. A match queue is maintained that gives near linear
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runtimea performance. The SHIP algorithm has two stages of operation: a)updating the

match queue, b) evaluation of the matches, and predicting the next user action.

In the first stage, there are two operations. Whenever the system detects a ner¡/ action

the history is updated. First, the length of the longest sequence at time tI¿(s,a) that ends

with action a in state s [16] is matched with the historical sequence immediately prior to
time ú. The authors also define a parameter frequency measure f þ,o) that represent the

number of times the action a has been taken from the current state. In the second stage,

based on the vaìues of match length and frequency from stage 1, the matches in the queue

are evaluated.

The algorithm is based on sequence prediction, i.e., it can onìy predict the next event in

the user's device usage sequence and not the time at which it will occur. This is a limitation

of the SHIP algorithm and this assumption will not hold true in a real life scenario. In a

real life scenario devices must be automated based upon both the time of device usage and

user device interaction patterns to achieve good accuracy.

The designers of the SHIP algorithm claim that SHIP yields a predictive accuracy of

94.4% on synthetic data and 53.4% on real data [16]. But, these results only show that

the SHIP algorithm can predict the user's next action based on the user's historical device

interaction sequence but not the time at which the action needs to be performed. For this

reason, the real world applicability of SHIP seems to be limited.

TMM - Task-based Markov Model

The main reason for using a Markov model, is the need to learn the pattern of user actions

without storing large amounts of historical data. In this approach, the a user action is

represented as a string such as;

A:10/2512005 8:15:32 PM Kitchen Light D1 on.

This string can be represented as a single state model. The same operations with minimal
4A match queue consists of user's common device usage sequences.
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time difference can be merged into a single state in the model. Whenever an action is

recorded, it is first checked whether it matches any of the states in the previous models. If
it does, within an acceptable time gap, then it is merged with the existing state. If there

is no match, then a new state is created in the model. Then, based on the Markov model,

it is possible to predict the user's next action. By matching the current action of the user

with one of the previously built models, the next action can be predicted as the outgoing

transition from that state having the greatest probability.

The authors claim that if the actions that comprise a task can be identified, then it
is possible to identify the current task and generate more accurate transition probabilities

for the corresponding task [a8]. To achieve this, the authors have partitioned the action

sequence into smaller sub-sequences that are part of the same task. The partitioning results

in a set of groups which can be clustered into similar tasks.

The Episode Discovery (ED) Algorithm

The Episode Discovery algorithm is based on the sequential mining algorithm developed

by Srikant and Agarwal [ ]. The ED algorithm identifies significant episodes within an

inhabitant event history. A significant episode can be viewed as a related set of device

events that may be ordered, partially ordered or unordered [23]. Examples of episodes are:

heat on (daily)5, sprinkler on (weekly)6, etc.

The data is mined by partitioning the input sequence into transaction-like collections of

events by sliding a window over the event history. ED then evaluates the potential sequences

using the Minimum Description length (MDL) technique. The MDL is a technique where

the description length of the database is minimized by replacing each instance of the pattern

with a pointer to the pattern [23]. Using the MDL, the ED algorithm will predict the user's

next action.
sHeater is turned on daily.

osprinkler is turned on weekly.
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Predict

The Predict (meta-predictor) algorithm takes input from other algorithms (SHIP, ED, TMM
etc.), and uses a backpropagation neural network to learn a confidence value for each of
the above mentioned prediction algorithms. The confidence value is calculated based on

historical data gathered and the accuracy of each of the algorithms on this data. Meta

features like number of inhabitants in the home, the training time, number of devices in

the environment etc., are also considered for calculating the confidence value of each of
the prediction algorithms. Final predictions are based on a voting scheme dependent upon

weighted votes from each individual prediction algorithm.

In summary, the research carried out in the MavHome project focuses on device automa-

tion in smart homes using various techniques such as: task based Markov models, association

rule mining and sequential pattern mining.

Most prediction algorithms used in MavHome have on an average 70% - g0% predictive

accuracy on synthetic data, and have 20% - 607o on real life data.

One of the main concerns of these prediction algorithms is the data on which these

algorithms were tested. We don't know the quality of the synthetic data generated to test

these prediction algorithms. Also, the data used for each of the prediction algorithms seems

to be different, raising concern that the data generated might be biased in favor of the

particular algorithm.

The MavHome prediction algorithms show good accuracy for synthetic data but their

accuracy of prediction on real smart home data is marginal. This clearly shows that there

is a wide discrepancy between the synthetic data generated and the real smart home data.

Also, the MavHome's synthetic data generator has not been well explained (to best of my

knowledge)- So, I assume that the synthetic data generator used in MavHome for testing

these prediction algorithms is of low quality.
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2.3 Example Smart Devices

In this section, I present an overview of a few of the available smart devices, which can be
easily integrated in a smart environment. smart devices can be either controlled manually
or by the home gateway.

Gate Reminder

The Gate Reminder [31] is a smart system located near the front door of a smart home.
It reminds users what they have to know and take before reaving the home. For example
wallet' cell phone, Identification card, grocery list and list of appointments. This system is
particularly beneficial for people suffering from memory rerated problems; however it is also
quite useful for senior people as well as the general population.

DigiFlower

DigiFlower [46] is a location-based smart system which is capable of tracking the family
members in a smart home' The DigiFlower consists of digital flowers each of which represent
a family member' It can detect a famiìy member returning home and the corresponding
flower of that family member blossoms in the DigiFlower frame. The authors envision that
this smart device will provide emotional satisfaction to the family members and will be a
new interface for communication among the users.

Smart Bed

Smart Bed [46] system is

preference settings. It can

aimed to wake you up in

be configured to play your

a pleasant ambiance based on your

preferred music, produce the smell of
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coffee and so on from about thirty minutes before the actual alarm time.

Smart Pillows

Smart Pillows [46, 30] are designed to personalize your bedtime. They can play your favorite
music and read bed time stories or even books. Once you start sleeping the smart pillow
can automatically check the quality of your sleep and will gradually decrease the volume
and turning off eventually. Smart Pillows can check your body temperature, blood pressure

level, pulse and respiration at regular intervaìs and, if there is a need, it will automatically
report to your hospital through the Internet.

Smart Refrigerators

Smart Refrigerators [30. 101 are equipped with inventory application. These smart refrig-
erators are capable of keeping track of the individual food items based on their RFID tag.
It can track the expiry dates of the food items and also the quantities of food items. If it
detects an expired food item it will notify the user. It can even prepare shopping lists [30]
for the food items to buy once they are consumed. Once this shopping list is prepared, it
will notify you and wait for your confirmation for placing the order in a grocery store of your
choice or the one that is nearest to your home.

The various smart devices discussed in this Section can seamlessly integrate and publish
their services to the home gateway. The home gateway can start controlling these devices

based on the registered services. With the availability of smart devices the complexity of
integrating, configuring, and automating devices is reduced.
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2.4 Synthetic Data Generators

Synthetic data generators are used by many researchers and application developers to test
the performance of their prototypes on synthetic data representing real life scenarios. Most
of the data mining algorithms are tested using synthetic data. Using synthetic data has five
advantages: 1) It gives flexibility on the type of data created e.g XML, text, etc. 2) Often,
the real data is not available or is very hard to get due to privacy issues and/or cost factors.
3) The amount of data generated can be controlled. 4) Various scenarios, for which real life
data is not available, can be emulated. 5) Synthetic data generated can provide necessary

t¡action for newer data mining techniques and approaches that otherwise might never be

thought otr [28].

In this section, I summarize some of the research that has been done in synthetic data
generators. There are various commercial data generators available such as GSApps's GS

Data generator [21], SQL Edit's DTM Data Generator [51], and CoSort,s Rowgen [14]. All
these data generators have a limitation as identified by Jeske et al. [2g]. These systems
geueraLe data by simply assuming the data to be independent and none of them consider,

or are a\¡/are of, the often complex relationships between the various data attributes.

SDG - A System for Synthetic Data Generation

SDG [8] is a system that generates text data for different problems having similar structure,
solution type, and level of difficulty. This is done to assist students synthesize problems on
their own' The system can generate synthetic data of linear structure. The system requires
the user to provide a template called the SDtemplate written in SDscript based on which the
synthetic data will be generated. This SDtemplate is interpreted by the SDlnterpreter to
generate synthetic data called synthetic data objects. The SDlnterpreter generates different
text data (SDObjects) randomly. The SDlnterpreter reads the SDtemplate and generates

new texts or strings, or discards existing lines and strings.

SDG generates data based on templates and not based on events. It is important to note
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that all the device interactions within a smart home are discrete events, so the a¡chitecture of
SDG will not support generation of smart home data. Further, it is not capable of repeatedly
generating similar data so, SDG cannot be used to test a data mining application. Also SDG
is tempìate based, so it does not have the intelligence to generate complex smart home data.

IDSG - IDAST Data and Scenario Generator.

Jeske et a]' [29j describe the IDSG architecture. The authors cite research that shows realistic
or accurate data generation is a hard problem. Lin et al. [35], consider various implicit and
explicit rules governing the generation of synthetic data. To incorporate these rules, they
categorize the rules into 3 types. Type 1 are the independent rules; an exampìe for this
is the rule specifying number of hours in a day. Type 2 are the Intra-record (horizontal)
rules' The horizontal rules can relate one or more, or all, attributes of a record together [3b].
An example of a horizontal rule is generation of an individual's income based on his/her
education, age, profession, and gender. Type 3 are the Inter-record (vertical) rrles which
define the relationships among the various records; an example is the total number of records
of individuals living a town.

The IDSG uses semantic graphs for representing relationships among data attributes and
to define data generating rules. IDSG uses statistical and rules-based algorithms to generate
data' The IDSG was primarily built to generate data and scenarios for personal information
and credit card transactions.

IDSG generates data based on rules and not based on events so, architecturally IDSG
cannot generate smart home data' Also, IDSG uses rules and not hierarchies to generate
data' To generate plausible smart home data it is desirable to use hierarchies (explained in
Section 5 ' 2) ' Further, the authors have not validated their svstem, so the quality of the data
is unknown.

Tlnformation Discovery and Analysis Systems.
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Other Synthetic Data Generators

Aboulnaga et al' [1] have developed a synthetic data generator capable of generating complex-
structured XML data' The system is capable of allowing high level of control over the char-
acteristics of the generated data. The generator is flexible. It takes several input parameters
that control the generated data. The authors claim that all the input parameters have simple
and intuitive meanings [t]. It is important to note that this system generates data which
can be used to test the performance of XML database management systems and not data
mining algorithms, hence it cannot be used.

The IBM XML generator [26] is similar to work done by Aboulnaga et al. [1]. Lundin
et al' [36] developed a synthetic fraud data generation methodology. The unique feature of
this methodology is that it takes authentic data as the base to generate synthetic data. The
authors identify the important characteristics of authentic fraud data and generate synthetic
fraud data based on these observed characteristics.

None of these data generators can generate plausible smart home data mainly due to
their underlving architecture and the way they define a transaction. \4/e need to have a
synthetic data generator for generating smart home data consisting of user device interactions
considering the fact that the device usage data within a smart home is not purely random.
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Chapter 3

Problem Description and Thesis Goal

3.1 Problem Description

Smart homes will be a reality in the near future. Most smart home research efforts are aimed

at building a smart environment which adapts to its users. The need for this is supported by

Nielsen [aZ] who states that most usability research focuses on human-centered perception

of devices, and is re-enforced by Norman Donald [a3] who said "I'm a technology enthusiast

annoyed by the unnecessary complexity of today's products. My goal is to humanize tech-

nology, to make it disappear from sight, replaced by a human centered, activíty-based family
of information appliances, that are ea.sy to learn, easy to use, powerful and enjoyable". An
important task in making an environment smart and human centric is to be able to make

predictions of what its users might want to do next. By predicting the user,s next device

interaction, devices can be automated, thus adapting to the user's needs and simplifying
device use.
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A smart home consists of various appliances with varying computational capabilities
and functionalities. These devices are usually operated manually and their computational
capabilities are not utilized fully. To provide maximum comfort to the inhabitants and
to exploit these smart devices, I propose to support the automation of these smart home
appliances based on the inhabitant's device usage patterns. The device usâge activities of the
smart home inhabitants such as, turning on the air-conditioner, television, coffee make¡ or
heater, can be collected/generated over a period of time. The data thus collected/generated,
contains extensive knowledge of the smart home inhabitant's device usage patterns. Data
mining techniques can be used to extract the commonly reccuring device usage patterns and
to use them to automate the various smart home devices.

The device usage pattern of a smart home inhabitant varies based on the device capa-
bilities' Smart home appliances can be categorized into a) low functionality devices such
as: lights' coffee maker; b) medium functionality devices such as: air-conditioners, heaters,
etc; c) high functionality devices such as: televisions, VCRS, and DVD players. Also the
data from various smart home devices vary based on their computational capabilities. For
example, the data from a low functionality device such as a light will consist of a time stamp,
a user id, and the device on-time and off-time; whereas the data from a high functionality
device, such as a television, will consist of use¡ id, time stamp, on time, off time, channels
viewed, and duration of view for each of the channels watched. I propose that combining
user-based mining and device-based mining (based on device computational capabilities) will
improve the accuracy of the prediction made.

My research focuses on solving three problems:

1) Building a synthetic data generator based on discrete event simulation, which is capable
of producing plausible smart home data;

2) Building an intelligent data miner that can appropriately apply adapted sequential
data mining techniques to the smart home data to extract each inhabitant,s device usage
pattern.

3) Designing scenario based experiments to evaluate the capability of the miner to predict
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inhabitant's next device interaction based on extracted device usage patterns by altering the
amount of patterned and non-patterned data (noise) generated synthetically.

3.2 Thesis Goal

My goal is to buiìd a prototype simulation of a smart environment, which is user centric,
adapts to its inhabitants and yet is simple to use. This system will form the basic prototype
platform for promoting independence to seniors and/or the physically challenged, who require
assisted living to remain in their own homes. i strongly believe that my research will further
the smart home technologies and wil be of potential social value.
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Chapter 4

Synthetic Data Generator

4.L Overview

We were initially interested in building an action predictor using data mining techniques

which would promote independence for seniors and/or the physically challenged who require

assisted living to remain in their homes. We had trouble in getting valid smart home data due

to cost and privacy issues. The unavailability of data led us to think of developing a synthetic

data generator for smart home data. There are various advantages of using synthetic data

for testing and evaluation of a data mining system. The properties of synthetic data can be

altered to represent various scenarios which are not available in authentic data. Initial study

of the existing synthetic data generators led us to conclude that they are not well suited for

generating accurate synthetic smart home data.

Generating plausible smart home data is inherently complex due to the various options

available to generate them. Smart home data generated may be time/device based, inhab-
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itant based and/or spatial scenario based. Time-based data generation means that data is

generated based on the time of the device interactions. Device-based data generation means

that the data is generated based on the characteristics of devices. Inhabitant-based data

generation means that the data is generated based on individual's device usage sequences.

Spatial-scenariobased data generation means that the data is generated using the spatial

location of individuals in the home.

Each of these methods individually is not capable of producing realistic and plausible

smart home data, further adding to the complexity. Device/time-based data generation can

produce illogical data. For example, device-based data generation can produce illogical data

such as; a user in a washroom using the water heater at 7.00 AM. and s,imultaneously turning

on the garage light. Similarly, time-based data generation can also result in illogical data

being generated such as a lrser operating a coffeemalcer i,n the lç,itchen at 7.00 AM and, then

operat'ing the same coffeemalcer again at 7.i5 AM .

To overcome these inconsistencies, we have developed a hierarchical synthetic data gener-

ator combining spatial scenarios at level one and device interactions at level two. The spatial

scenario forms the basis for synthetic data generation i.e. our data generation will be based

on spatial location of the user and the available devices in that particuìar location. By using

this hierarchical scheme it was possible to overcome the limitations of both device-and/or

time-based data generation. We induced time heterogeneity to represent time variations

in day-to-day user/device interactions. Our data generator is capable of generating device

interaction data for a particular inhabitant and not for multiple inhabitants in a single run.

However the data generation simulator can be run multiple times for generating distinct data

for each of the multiple inhabitants. Our data generator is capable of generating varying

proportions of patterned (consistent data) and non-patterned data (noise), a useful feature

to test the accuracy and efficiency of our data miner.

While developing our synthetic data generator we primarily had seven goals to be met:

o To develop a stochastic data generator which will be capable of producing plausible

smart home data,
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Capable of producing similar data repeatedly,

Capable of producing varying amounts of patterned and non-patterned data so as to
test for false positive and false negative results of our action predictor,

o Capable of producing time-heterogeneous day-to-day device interactions,

o Capable of producing synthetic data based on either device capabilities and/or real

smart home data (when/if such data becomes available),

o Easily configurable and fast enough to produce the larger amounts of data required to

test a data mining algorithm, and

o Interoperable with various commercially available database management systems.

The restrictions, assumptions and limitations of our data generator are discussed in

Section 4.5.

4.2 Design Considerations

The user's device interactions within a, smart home can be viewed as events. For example

turning on a light is an event; turning on a Television is an event. So, our first design

consideration was to generate data based on events; for this we use an event-based simulator

(SSJ) to produce synthetic data. To produce logical data, we wanted the generated data

to be based on user's location and devices within that particular location (e.g., a room).

The other design consideration we had was to generate different user-device interaction data

for weekdays and weekends; this is done to represent a more realistic situation. While this

heterogeneity has been characterized as weekend and weekdays, the system is not limited

to this; for example, Mondays and Fridays can also have different routines. The underlying

assumption is that there must be day-based recurring patterns. This is, of course, commonly

reflected in real world situations.
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Further, to add flexibility, the data generator must be capable of determining the pre-
determined spatial scenarios randomly or accepting them as an input. Within each of the
spatial locations, the data generator must be capable of selecting the device interactions
randomly. To test a data mining application, it is required to generate similar data repeatedly

with varying proportions of noisy data. This formed the basis of the second and the third
design consideration; the data generator must be capable of generating varying proportions
of patterned and non-patterned data repeatedìy.

It is logical to incorporate time variability in the user-device interactions because it is not
possible for a user to operate any particular device at exactly the same time everyday. The
fourth design consideration was to incorporate time variability in the user-device interactions
and this representation of variability must be made consistent with real data once made

available. It was decided to use multiple device interaction files having the same device

interactions but the time of these device interactions rvere varied a little (typically + / - n
minutes).

Smart home appliances based on their computational capabilities can be categorized into:
a) low functionality devices such as, lights, coffee maker, etc. b) medium functionality devices

such as air-conditi,oners, heaters, etc. and c) high functionality devices such as televisions,
VCRS, DVD players, etc. The data generated varies based on the device capabilities. Any
data generated must contain the following information: the user who used it, the location
of the user, and location of the device. Apart from this information, the data also consists

of device specific data; for example, a low functionality device such as coffeemaker, lights
etc., will have only two states of operation: when the device was turned on, the duration of
operation. The data from a medium functionality device such as air conditioner will have

times of usage, duration of usage, and such device-specific data as temperature and humidity
level maintained. Data from a high functionality device such as a TV will have the time of
usage' duration, and potentially much more device-specific data such as the channel watched,

volume level, brightness level, contrast level and coror revel, etc.

The other design consideration 'ù/as to make the data generator capable of generating
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synthetic data based on real data if it was made available. This was the fifth design consid-

eration.

To build a useful and efficient synthetic data generator, it is also important that the data

generator be easily configurable with available commercial database management systems

such as Oracle [45], Microsoft SQL [39] server, and also open source database systems such

as MySql [40], etc. The synthetic data generator must be capable of producing huge volumes

of data quickly and efficiently.

4.3 Design Methodology

Our data generator is a discrete event simulator, generating data based on the spatial location

of the user and the devices available within that location. The spatiaì location can either

be given by the user or selected randomly from the spatial scena¡io text file. Seeds of the

random number generator can be changed to produce different streams of random numbers

and, in turn, different sets of spatial scenarios can be selected using these random numbers.

An example spatial scenario string will have the following format,

MB+-LR*-KI+-MBB*-LR

The above string represents the movement of a user within the home, the user is in the

master bedroom then he goes to the living room followed by the kitchen then the master

bedroom bathroom and then back to the living room. Within each of these locations, the

user's device interactions are generated differently (randomly) or similarly (systematically)

by selecting the devices within that particular location from the device interaction file. The

number of locations within a single spatial scenario string is defined as its length. In our

experiments we limited the length of a spatial scenario string to 5. Once the reai smart home

data is made available the spatial scenarios can be extracted based on any one or both of

the following two ways 1) based on time : for example, morning 7-00 AM to g-00 AM. 2)
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based on a condition: for example, from the time the user enters the home to the time he

leaves the home.

The random numbers generated for selecting the device interactions can be varied by
changing the seeds used for their generation. This will lead to generating different device
interaction data in that particular spatial location for various replications. To generate

similar (systematic) data over various replications, the same seeds are used in generation of
random numbers, which are used to select the device interactions within the given spatial
location- An example entry in the device interaction file will be of the form,

LF"/,LL, 07- 1 5 , 5x -MF7"AC 
, 07- 16 , 120 , TEMp=20

The above string indicates that a low functionality device (light 1) was turned on at Z-15

AM and the duration in on-state was 5 minutes and then the AC was turned on from Z-16

AM to 9-16 AM and the temperature was maintained at 20 C.

The time variation was achieved by manually keying in the event times and storing them
in the different device interaction files. From these sets of different device interaction files,
the system randomly chooses one of the device inte¡action files, which have similar device
interactions but the events are time varied.

Apart from the time variation there are two other sources of variability in the device
interactions sequences that are induced manually;

1) Skipped device interactions: For example, the events chosen from a device interaction
file for Monday on week 1 might have the following events

LF"/,LL,07-15 , S*-MF%AC, 07-16 , 120,TEMp=2O

and the events chosen from another device interaction file for Monday on week 2 might have

the following event only

LF"/"L7,07-15,5
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2) Reordered device interactions within a spatial location: For example, the events chosen

from a device interaction file for Monday on week 1 might have the following event order

LF'/,LI, 0 7- 1 5, 5 * - MF7.AC, OT - 16, 1 2 0, TEMp =2 Q

and the events chosen from another device interaction file for Monday on week 2 might have

the following event order

MF%AC, 07-74, 120, TEMP= 2O*-LF"/"LI, 07- 1S , s

This process of manualìy changing the a) start and/or end times of device interactions

b) skipped device interactions and c) reordered device interactions, was chosen to corre-

spond closely to the recording of real device interactions. It was thought that this v/a.s a

more realistic and flexible mechanism than using some scheme of random device interaction
generation.

To test a data mining application, we needed to produce similar (patterned) data repeat-

edly with varying proportions of noisy (non-patterned) data. To generate patterned smart
home data, we used a controlled variation technique where the same seeds are used for gen-

erating random numbers that choose a specific spatial scenario over multiple replications.

A Discrete Time Markov Chain was incorporated, to alternate between patterned and non-

patterned data producing states. The Discrete Time Markov Chain uses a 2 x 2 probability

transition matrix to switch between two states 1) patterned data generating state and 2)

non-patterned data generating state.

In the patterned data generating state, the same, spatial scenario from Spatial Scenario

text file and device interactions within each spatial location are chosen to generate data.

The repeating device interactions were chosen from various device interaction files, where the

start times and end times of these device interactions were varied. The¡e are three sources of
variability in the patterned data generation 1) The start and end times of device interactions

2) Reordered device interactions within a spatial ìocation and 3) Skipped device interactions
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within a spatial location. All the three sources of variability were injected manualìy by using
multiple device interaction files for each day of the week as described earlier.

In the non-patterned data generating state, the spatial scenarios are selected randomly
and mostly different from the spatial scenario used in the generation of patterned data. The
amount of patterned and non-patterned data produced can be configured by changing the
transition probabilities. We used DTMC because it provides additional source of variability
in a reasonably realistic way.

t P"tñ¡- Fonratreñl
I pata | | oata 

I

EE
EE

Figure 4.1: Transition Probability Matrix for Discrete Time Markov Chain

A general 2X2 probability transition matrix is shown in Figure 4.1 and the corresponding

Discrete Time Markov Chain is shown in Figure 4.2. The DTMC in Figure 4.2 can be

understood as follows; when the DTMC is in State 1 (patterned data generating state) the
probability that it will stay in the same state is given by P, and the probability of a change

in state to state 2 (non-patterned generating state) is given by 1- P,. Similarly, po is the
probability it will continue to stay in state 2 once in state 2 and I * Po is the probability
representing the change of state from state 2 to state 1. By controlling the values of p, and

P, it was possible to produce varying proportions of patterned and non-patterned data. The
transition takes place after the completion of the data generating process for the previously

selected spatial scenario.
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Patterned data
generat¡ng stãte

STATE 1

Non-patterned data
genêrating state

STATE 2

Figure 4.2: State diagram for Discrete Time Markov Chain

Different text files were used to generate data on weekdays and weekends. This unique

feature is not seen in any of the existing data generators. By using various text files for

different days of the week, the data generator is made flexible and realistic.

Our synthetic data generator is easily configurable as it uses texb files. There are various

advantages of using text files. Real smart home data can be stored in these text files and

based on these real life data, synthetic data can also be produced. Finally, text files are easy

to manage, inspect and transfer.

With minimal configuration, the synthetic data generator is also capable of generating

data and storing the data in various commercially available databases such as Oracle [45],

Microsoft SQL [39] and MySQL [40].

4.4 Architecture and Implementation Methodology

The architecture of our synthetic data generator is shown in Figure 4.3. The Synthetic Data

Controller collects data from the user through the Text User Interface. The user keys in
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information, such as home gateway id, user id, start date, end date, and optional spatial
scenario sequences. Based on these inputs the Synthetic Data Controller will either generate

data based on the user given spatial scenario or it generates a random key and using this
random key it selects a spatial scenario from the spatial scenario text file. Provisions were

made to change seeds for generating different random keys. This provides a way to perform

independent replications for generating smart home data.

Once the spatial scenario has been selected by the Synthetic Data Controller, the control
of the system is transferred to the Synthetic Data Generator. The Synthetic Data Generator,

based on each spatial location extracted for the spatial scenario will call the Random Key

Generator and Retriever. The Random Key Generator and Retriever, generates a random

key and selects the particular device interaction sequence based on the spatial location

of the user and returns this data back to the Synthetic Data Generator. The Synthetic
Data Generator will pass the data generated to the Database Controller, which sets up

the necessary communication between our system and a third party database management

systems based on the DB Configuration file. Once the communication channel is set up, the
generated data is stored in the appropriate Database system. The Date Converter Utility
plays an important role in converting various date formats to date with time stamp value

and converts this value to various different formats used by the different third party database

systems.

The Synthetic Data Generator was implemented using the Oracle 10g [4b] database man-

agement system and with the SSJ [33] simulation system. The structure of the primary
database table VP-DÄTA¿OCCER, used to store our generated data is shown in Figure 4.4.

In the database, The GATEWAY-ID field stores the home gateway number, the USERJD
field stores the user identification number, the USER-LOCATION field sto¡es the user's

current location, the DEVICE-CAP field stores the device capability information (such as

low, medium and high functionality devices), the DEVICEJD field stores the id of the

particular device being used, and the START-DATE-TIME and END_DATE_TIME store

the start date, start time, end date and end time of a particular device interaction. The
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Date Converter Utilig

Synthetic Data Controller

Figure 4.3: A¡chitecture of Synthetic Data Generator
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DESC-1 and DESC-2 fields are used to store additional information for high and medium
functionaiity devices. For example generated data for a TV interaction might consist of
additional information such as channel watched, volume, brightness, color and contrast level
maintained, which will be stored in the DESC_1/2 fields.

The SUPPORT-COUNT, DAY-OF-WEEK and START-TIME are specialized fields used
for data mining as described in Chapter 5. For a ne,ü/ device interaction the SUppORT-COUNT
starts at 1 and for each identical device interaction, triggered within a predefined time-gap,
the SUPPORT-COUNT is increased by one. The DAY-OF-WEEK field stores the day of
the week, in which the device interaction has occurred. This is done to uniquely identify the
day-to-day activities of the smart home inhabitants (more details in chapter 5).

Figure 4.4: Structure of VP_DATA_LOGGER
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4.5 Results and Discussions

The Synihetic Data Generator met the design goals and an efficient implementation led to
generate and store 773 synthetic data records/sec on average. Our sl.nthetic data generator
is capable of producing approx 2.2 million records per hour on a dual core AMD Athlon 64

bit system with one gigabyte of RAM. This rate of production will allow us to generate a

large number of sampie interactions having various characteristics quickly so they can be

used as input for our data mining experiments. Figure 4.5 illustrates the data generator,s

user interface. Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 illustrate the sample data generated along with
statistics on the proportion of valid (patterned) and invalid (non-patterned) data produced,

respectively.

Figure 4.5: Synthetic Data Generator User Interface

We have developed a synthetic data generator for smart homes meeting the design con-

siderations identified in this chapter. The Synthetic Data Generator is quick, capable of
producing plausible smart home data and can be easily configured with commercially avail-
able database management systems. The data generator is only capable of producing data
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Enter start daie

Enter end date

Enter Gateway ID
Enter lJser ID
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based on individual users at a particular time; it does not generate data for multiple users

at the same time; however interactions for multiple users can be created by combining the
results of multiple runs. In future, it will be possible to extend the base data generator

to support multiple user data. To generate multiple user data it is important to consider

independence and non-independence between device interactions of different users. We also

plan to make this data generator client - server based, where any external system can send

requests to our data generator.

Figure 4.7: Synthetic Data Generation Results

This chapter marks the end of my first and second phases of research, where I have

addressed the following two of the four challenges originally identified in the Section 1.3,

o Gene¡ating of device interactions, and
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o Managing available smart home data.
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Chapter 5

rntelligent Miner k Action predictor

5.1 Overview

In this chapter I present the assumed smart home environment, followed by detailed descrip-
tion of the Intelligent Minerl and the User Action Predictor2. At the end of this chapter, I
present the identified limitations of the Intelligent Miner and the User Action predictor.

ingtechniquesonavailablesmarthomedatatoextra¿tdevice

usage patterns of an particular inhabitant.
2The User Action Predictor is responsible for predicting a inhabitant's next action based on extracted

device usage patterns.
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5.2 Assumed Home Network

Figure 5'1 depicts the assumed smart home network, consisting of many devices such as
televisions, fridge, lights, air-conditioner, heaters, coffee-maker and smart sofa connected
to a home gateway possibly using various protocols and wired/wireless technologies. In
our prototype home network we have the home gateway3 connected to the smart home
service provider's servers through high speed Internet connection. This is similar to the
Home Area Network [aa] considered by Pourrez a [a|l. Most of the smart devices (except
low computational devices) available in the market, have the capability to register their
services with the home gateway. The home gateway can use these registered services to
control various devices. We consider that the configuration of a typical home gateway might
range from 64 to 128 Mb of memory with a 400 - 600 MHz on-board processor. Most of
the research [49, 48, 9] carried out in smart home projects fail to acknowledge this fact.
They use powerful desktop PC's as home gateways. It is unlikely, due to cost and reliability
const¡aints in the real world, that a powerful desktop computer will be used as the home
gateway' Further, I assume that the home gateway has the necessary logic to record and
to map the start and the end times of particular device interactions and send them to the
remote server located at the service provider's end. The mining of the raw smart home data
takes pìace in these remote servers.

5.3 The Intelligent Miner

The Intelligent Miner forms the core of our system. The raw smart home device interaction
data are preprocessed and mined by the Intelligent Miner, which finds and extracts the
regular device usage patterns of an individual. Pigure 5.2 shows the high level architecture

'The home gateway device, apart from controlling and connecting various devices within the home,

connects the home network to the service provider through high speed Internet connections.
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Figure 5.1: Assumed Smart Home Network

of the mining system with many home gateways connected to the data storing and data
mining servers at the service providers' end.

While developing our Intelligent Miner we set the following design goals and conditions:

o Mining process to be done by powerful servers located at the service providers end.

o Use appropriate data collection and pruning techniques on the collected smart home

data.

Use an appropriate data mining technique, adapted to suit a smart home environment.

Find device usage patterns based on a particular individual and the day of the week.

Find device usage patterns based on a particular device.

Collect and store data from the home gateway either in plain text format or XML
format.
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Home Gateway 4 Home Gateway Z

Figure 5.2: High Level System Architecture

Send the predictions made back to the home gateway either as plain text or in XML
format.

5.4 Design Considerations

We assume that the configuration of a typical home gateway might range from 64 to 12g

Mb of memory with a 400 - 600 MHz on-board processor. With this configuration, the
home gateway alone cannot store all the device interactions and mine the collected data.
To overcome this challenge, we decided to have a server powerful enough to store the huge

amounts of smart home data and mine it. This is reflected in the first design consideration.

I wanted to collect only the device interaction data that are valid, i.e., events which are

significant and noticeable (described in Section 5.5). Collecting all the smart home device

interaction increases the load on the database servers and decreases the mining algorithm's
efficiency because of the huge amount of useless data that needs to be processed. This was
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the second design consideration.

Many real-time transactions such as, web access patterns or customer buying patterns are
sequence and/or time ¡elated' Similarly, device usage patterns by a smart home inhabitant
are also time and/or sequence related. For example, after getting up in the morning, people
might, with some degree of regularity, turn on the water heater and then the toaster followed
by turning on the coffee maker, etc. To find sequential time-related patterns of events, it was
decided to use altered sequential mining techniques. This was the third design consideration.

The aim is to find the individual device usage patterns rather than those of finding
common device usage patterns of a population. In generaì sequential pattern mining, the
sequential patterns are found based on population/global data and not based on a particular
individual' General sequential pattern mining is not of great use in a smart home scenario,
because we are more interested to know about the preferences of a¡r individual and his/her
device interaction patterns rather than that of a population. It is only based on the indi-
vidual's device usage patterns that it is possible to make predictions of what the individual
is going to do next. In order to find sequential patterns of a particular individual, it was
required to alter the existing sequential pattern mining algorithm to mine data based on the
individual and the day of the week. This was the fourth design consideration.

In a few situations it is important to understand the overall device usage, rather than
individual usage' For example, in a house occupied by 2 people, both of whom work, the
husband might turn on the coffeemaker at 7.00 am for a few days and on some other days the
wife might turn on the coffeemaker at 7.00 am. In such cases, if the data are mined based
on users alone, we will not be able to effectively predict overall device usage. However,
considering the combined usage of these devices by various inhabitants within a time period
might lead to an interesting pattern. Similarly, it will be possible to find the most popularly
viewed TV program by the family. Supplementing user-based mining with device.based
mining was the fifth design consideration.

It was also desired that the Intelligent miner to be flexible enough to handle different data
input types and capable of giving output data in various formats pa.rticularly in plain text
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and xML format' because most home gateways either send and/or receive and/or handle
plain text or XML data' These were the sixth and seventh design considerations respectively.
There are various advantages of using XML data such as, standardized data formats, easy
to parse, and easy to transfer data between various systems.

5.5 Design Methodology

Most of the commercially available gateways have enough computational power to run simple
applications such as a client web browser, etc. A simple web browser application is used in
the system emulation to communicate with the remote server. The web browser client can
send and/or receive data to/from the server.

The generated/received data between the server, and the home gateway will consist of
user device interaction data. The data w'r be a string such as:

GAT- rD=1 0ox -usER- rD=G 1 000 1 * - sr_TrME= 1 s . 00 . 0o* -¡pp_ ro=TV* - .HAN =27 3x 
_

END_TIME=15 . 3O . 00x-¡ç11gN_FLAG=T

The above string contains the following information; the request is from a home gateway
with device id 100' the user id is G10001, the device with which he interacts is TV, the
channel he watches is 2TJ, and he has watched the program from 3.00 pM to 3.s0 pM.

our pruning technique is based on the ACTION-FLAG; the data will be stored onlyif the ACTION-FLAG is true' The criteria for the ACTION-FLAG is determined in the
following way: Is it an event, if so is the event significant?

An event is an interaction by the inhabitant with a device. Even if an event occurs, it
is important to determine whether it is a significant event or not. A significant event is one
where the user device interaction is there for a minimum period of time. we have made
this minimum time gap a parameterizable value. For, example turning on the television and
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browsing a few channels does not form a significant event. However watching a particular

channel for more than 15 minutes forms a significant event. Only if the data is significant

will it be recorded. This pruning technique, based on significant events, is similar to regular

expression constraints used in SPIRIT algorithm [19] and this reduced the amount of data

we collected' stored, and mined. The time duration for considering a device interaction as

significant is a parameterizable value. This value can be replaced with acceptable range of
values when the real data is made available.

The normal sequential-pattern mining algorithms only consider the time between events

and not the duration for which a particular event occurs. This was the first design alteration

we had to do to the existing sequential-pattern mining algorithm to suit a smart home

scenario.

Device usage patterns by a smart home inhabitant are time and/or sequence related.

General sequential mining algorithms take into account the time-gap between events. Based

on this time-gap, the algorithm determines whether a particular event is in a sequence or

not. But in the smart homes scenario, we cannot have a definitive time-gap between the

events. For example, the time between device interactions might vary from two minutes to
more than three hours. So we had to change the existing sequential mining algorithm, so

as to not take into account the time gap between device interactions. This was the second

design alteration we did in the existing sequential-pattern mining algorithm to suit the smart

home scenario.

To predict what the user's next.action is, it is necessary to mine data based on individual

users. Existing sequential mining algorithms are not designed to mine based on individuals;

rather, they find out common patterns among a population. This was the third design

alteration we did to the existing sequential mining algorithm to perform pattern mining based

on individual users and the day of the week, which suits to the smart home environment.

Also to improve the accuracy of the predictions made, we used. device based mining as a

fall back mechanism. The predictor makes predictions based on mined features and if there

are no predications available for the particular input data, the predictor queries the database
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for a prediction based on overall device usage i.e., it tries to find whether there is a device
which has been used commonly at that time by many different users and if found, the device
is automated (as explained Section b.4).

5.6 Architecture and Implementation Methodology
The Home Gatewavs are assumed to be connected to the server through the Server Gateway.
The se¡ver stores the inhabitant's preference and device usage data. The data collected is
sent to the Data Parser' The Data Parser takes an input XML string and, based on the
function code, routes the extracted data in lname, valueÞ pairs to the Data Logger. The
Preference Managera, will store the user preference to a data base. The preference Manager
will also allow editing of user preference.

The Data Logger logs only valid device interaction data to the databases. The Intelligent
Miner will mine the data collected, using our altered sequential pattern mining algorithm
described later in this section' Finally the second XML parser receives the data containing
device usage patterns for each of the inhabitants, converts this into an xML or Text string
and sends it back to the Home Gateway through the Server Gateway.

The Intelligent Miner

The Intelligent Miner is responsible for mining the data collected for each user in order to
find his/he¡ device usage patterns. In our system, the Intelligent miner is responsible for:

o finding the support count of each inhabitant's valid device interaction sorted by user
id, day of the week and the device interaction start and end times,

aA provision for taking into account the possible use of user preference in the future.
5A valid device interartion has the ACTIONJ,LAG as true.
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Figure 5.3: Architecture of Intelligent Miner

finding frequent one itemset consisting of device interactions which have the required/predefined

support count,

o finding, iteratively, the candidate set for frequent-2 itemsets by self-joining frequent-1

itemsets and passing over the database to find the support count of the generated

candidate-2 itemsets and find the frequent-2 itemsets. The miner repeats the joining

process till it finds all the sequences.

The details of the algorithms are described later in this Section. Since we only want

individual device usage patterns based on the days of week, the data will be mined based on

user id, day of the week and the device interaction start and end-times. This method has

the following advantages:

o The number of candidate sets generated will be fewer than what is generated by the

original algorithm; this reduces the computational load on the mining algorithm and

on the database servers.

o The data is mined based on user id and day of the week. So, the mining process is
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independent from each of the other users and different days of the week. Because of
this it wilì be possible in the future to parallelize the mining process based on two

characteristics; one based on user id and the other based on the day of the week for

each user.

o Mining data, associated with an individual and day of the week, will give accurate

device usage patterns for that individual on specific days of the week and hence enables

improved accuracy of the predicting system.

Figure 5.4 shows the internal structure of the Intelligent Miner. The Intelligent Miner

depends on the Synthetic Data Controller Support Bean, the Data Mining Pre processor,

the Data Mining Feature Extractor, and the Extracted Feature Displayer to perform data
mining and display the extracted/mined feature.

Figure 5.4: Details of the Intelligent Miner

The following scenario will be used to illustrate how the Data Mining Feature Extrac-

tor interacts with the Synthetic Data Controller Support Bean, and the Data Mining pre

Processor to find an individual's sequential device-usage pattern.
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Table 5.1: Device interaction Data for Maruthi on Monday (Week 1)
Device ID Start Time End Time Duration Device Capability Mapped to

Coffee Maler 7:16 am 7:30 am 14 minutes LF I
Washroom Light 7:18 am 7:28 an l4 minutes LF 2

Television 7:30 aim 7:45 a¡n 15 minutes HF 3

Water }leater 7:35 am 7:46 am 11 minutes MF 4

Basement
'Washroom Light

7:50 am 8:00 am 10 minutes LF 5

It is now Monday morning 7:15 am and. Mar-uthi walces up. He then tutns on the cof-

feemalter at 7:16 am- He turns on the washroom lights at 7:iB arn- He leaues the washroom
and turns off the washroom ti'ght at 7:28 am. It is now 7:30 am and Mar.uthi turns on the
teleuis'ion and watches chann'el 11 where CNN is aired,. At 7:50 arn he turns off the coffee

rnalçer' At 7:35 am he tur"ns on the water heater, he then tut-ns ofi the teleuisi,on at 7:15

am and, he also turns off the water heater at 7:/6 am. He then turn,s on th.e tights in the
basement washroom at 7:50 am and talces a bath titt 8:00 am, and. when he has finished, taking
his bath, he turns off the ti,ght and leaues.

We vary this sequence of events for a four week period, and run through the mining algo-
rithm' Table 5.1, Table 5.2, Table 5.3, and Table 5.4 represent Ma¡uthi's device interactions
on each Monday over a four week period (Note the variations in the start times and the end
times of the device interactions in Tables 5.7, 5.2,5.3 and 5.4 and also note the reduced

device interactions in Table 5.8).

The Synthetic Data Controller Support Bean is responsible for updating the support
count of each repeating device interaction. It works on the VP-DATAIOGGER table shown
in Figure 4.4. Eachdevice interaction generated/received is recorded in the Vp-DATAJOGGER
table. The Synthetic Data Controller Support Bean is responsible for two operations:

1) When a device interaction is generated/received, the Synthetic Data Controller Sup
port Bean first checks the database for a similar interaction based on the user, on the given
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Table 5.2: Device Interaction Data fo Maruthi Mo

Table 5.3: Devi Interac Data for Maru

lon lJata Ïor on Monday (Wee 2

Device ID Start Time End Time Duration Device Capability Mapped to
Coffee Maker 7:18 am 7:33 am 15 minutes LF I
Washroom Light 7:22 am 7:30 am 8 minutes LF 2

Television 7:32 a¡n 7:50 am 18 minutes HF Ð
d

Water Heater 7:35 am 7:46 am 11 minutes MF 4

Basement
'Washroom Light

7:52 am 8:00 am 8 minutes LF

lce lion rh on Mondav (WeeI

Device ID Start Time End Time Duration Device Capability Mapped to
Coffee Maker 7:20 an 7:33 am 13 minutes LF I
Washroom Light 7:24 a¡n 7:32 am 8 minutes LF 2

Television 7:35 am 7:50 am 15 minutes HF 3
'Water }feater 7:36 am 7:47 arn 11 minutes MF 4
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Table 5.4: Device Interaction Data for M

Table 5.5: O utput trom Synthetic Data Controller Su

Mapped Device Interaction

1-Sequences

Support Coult

1 4

, 4

3 4

4 4

b 3

Bean

day of the week, on the predefined acceptable variation in the start times of the device

interactions, on the user's location, and on the device.

2) If there are no matches, it logs the interaction as a new event and with a support count
of 1- If there is an exact match or a match with acceptable variability in the start time of
the device interaction, the Synthetic Data Controller Support Bean updates the respective

support-count field in the VP-DATAJOGGBR to support_count*1.

When the Synthetic data controller is supplied with data from the Tables b.1 to b.4, it
performs the two operations to process the input data. The result of this operation is shown

in Table 5.5.

.4: Uevtce Lnteractton Data for Maruth on Monday (Weel 4

Device ID Start Time End Time Duration Device Capability Mapped to
Coffee Maker 7:19 am 7:34 atr¡ 15 minutes LF 1

Washroom Light 7:23 a¡n 7:31 am 8 minutes LF 2

Television 7:33 am 7:51 am 18 minutes HF 3
'Water Heater 7:36 arri 7:47 an 11 minutes MF 4

Basement

Washroom Light

7:53 am 8:01 am 8 minutes LF tr
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Table 5.6: Ou Processorom ljata Minine Pre
Mapped Device Interaction

1-Sequences

Support Count

1 4

, 4

3 4

4 4

The Data Mining Pre Processor is responsible for extracting aII the frequent-1 itemsets
from the VP-DATA-LOGGER tabÌe based on predetermined support count given by the
user' The Data Mining Pre-processer identifies the device interactions which have the re-
quired support count and records them in the VP-DATA-PROCESSOR table. The structure
of vP-DATA-PROCESSOR table is identical to the srructure of the VP-DATAJOGGER
shown in Figure 4.4, the only difference being that VP-DATA-PROCESSOR has only the
valid frequent-1 itemset of device interactions.

For example, let us take the support count as 4, then the Data Mining pre processor

works on the data in Table 5.5 and the resulting data is shown in Table 5.6.

The Data Mining Feature Extractor is responsible for executing the altered sequential
mining process. The Data Mining Pre Processor works on the VP-DATA_PROCESSOR to
extract regularly occurring sequential device interactions and stores the extracted features in
the VP-MINED-FEATURE table. The Data Mining Feature Extractor finds the candidate-
2 itemsets by self joining the frequent-l itemsets. It then has a read-only pass over the
database to find the actual support count of the sequences in the generated candidate-2
itemset' The actual frequent-2 itemsets are then generated from the candidate-2 itemset
based on a predefined support count. The result of this process is shown in Table b.Z. The
algorithm repeats this process to find frequent-3 itemsets (Table 5-g), frequent-4 itemsets,
etc; till there are no more candidate itemsets to be generated. Table b.g shows the final and
the longest mined frequent-4 itemset.

D
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nçe 2 Frequent ltemsets Generated bv the
Mapped Device Interaction

2-Sequences

Support Cou¡t

1712) 4

(1,3) 4

1I14) 4

(2,3) 4

12,4) 4

<3,4) 4

Table 5.7: Seque Feature Extractor

Table 5.8: Sequence Feature Extractor3 lïequent Itemsets Generated the
Mapped Device Interaction

2-Sequences

Support Count

<1,2r3> 4

<7)2)4> 4

<1,3,4> 4

<21314> 4

The ext¡acted device interaction sequences are stored in the VP-MINEDJEATURE
table. The structure of vP-N4INED-FEATURE is shown in Figure 5.b.

The extracted Feature displayer is a simple utility program which displays the mined/extracted
features in the browser application as shown in Figure 5.5.
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Table 5.9: Sequence 4 Frequent Itemsets Generated by the Feature Extractor

Mapped Device Interaction

2-Sequences

Support Count

<7)2r3r4> 4

Figure 5.5; Structure of VP_N{INEDJ'EATURE

B Ê E! 't Êi ftl ffi r.r: 3\d ¡4 a*

'I N VAR$taB2110 Byiij
USEF_ID 2 N VAFCHAF2 [10 ByteìDAY-'F-*EEK , * il;;;;i'" """' 

J::MINED_FEAIUFE 4 N VAFCIIAB2 (100 Byrel yes
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5.7 The lJser Action Predictor

The User Action Predictor is responsible for making predictions of what the user is going to

do next, based on a user's present location, time, and day of the week.

The system can give any one of the following three types of prediction:

1) Correct prediction 2) Wrong prediction 3) No prediction.

We find the spatial scenario and the device interaction sequences for which the patterned

data was generated. The input to the User Action Predictor is generated by the Synthetic

Data Generator, the output from the Predictor is compared to the patterned spatial scenario

and the device interaction sequences found, if there is a match it is taken as a correct

prediction or else it is taken as a wrong prediction. A generated device interaction is said

to match a previously mined device interaction if the start and the end times of these two

device interactions are within an acceptable time-gap and if all the other ancillary features are

exactly similar. For example, the ancillary features to TV might have the channel watched,

the volume and contrast level maintained etc.

If there are two possible predictions with exactly the same support count, then the User

Action Predictor returns a no prediction as the result. For, evaluation purposes both the no

prediction and the wrong prediction are considered to be wrong predictions.

The data input screen for the User Action Predictor is shown in Figure b.Z. As we can

see from Figure 5.7, the request for prediction is from gateway having an id GVP100 for

user VP and the time is 6:10 am on the 1"¿ day of the week and VP's present location is

master bedroom and VP's latest significant device interaction was with light 1 in the master

bedroom.

Based on this input data and recent device interactions sent by the home gateway,

the User Action Predictor queries and parses the VPI4INED-FEATURES table. It tries

to match the input either exactly or partially to the mined sequence of events in the

VP-MINEDJEATURES table. If a match is found, the User Action Predictor then finds

the next device interaction in the sequence and sends it back to the home gateway, which in

turn automates the working of the device.
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Figure 5.7: Input for User Action Predictor
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The prediction made by the User Action Predictor is shown in Figure 5.8. The string

from the User Action Predictor informs the home gateway that the user might turn on the

coffee maker in the kitchen at 6:11 am. The home gateway would then use this information

to automate the respective device.

5.8 Results and Discussions

Ele Edt Yru rÇlory þolrærlrs l@lr Llelp ;]:-

Figure 5.8: Prediction from the User Action Predictor

The Intelligent Miner and the User Action Predictor met our design goals. I have de-

veloped an Intelligent Miner for smart homes meeting the required design considerations

and the required alterations to the existing sequential mining algorithm so as to make them

applicable for use on smart home data, as described earlier in this chapter.

The accuracy of the User Action Predictor is dependent on the mining algorithm. In

my evaluation of the Mining algorithm and the User Action Predictor, I have provided the

Intelligent Miner with varying proportions of patterned and non-patterned data generated

by the Synthetic Data Generator. I then checked the capability of the Intelligent Miner to
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extract features from these input data sets and assist the User Action predictor based on

the number of correct predictions made. The details of the evaluation and the results are
presented in Chapter 6 (Evaluation) of this thesis.

The prototype system is greatly dependent on the server. This results in centralized
control which is a disadvantage. However, considering the home gateway's limited compu-
tational capabilities, we substantiate the need for using server-based services.

Also, since the home gateway needs to be always connected to the Internet in order to
communicate with the server, a failure in the Internet connection can lead to stalling of the
system.

Because ofpersonal data being stored, there are privacy issues that needs to be addressed.

These issues are beyond the scope of this thesis. It would be a valuable future work to address

these identified external issues.

The Intelligent Miner generates many frequent itemsets, but due to the improved data
pruning and collection technique based on the ACTION-FLAG, the number of candidate
itemset generated is reduced, thus reducing the mined frequent itemsets compared to tradi-
tional sequential data mining algorithms. Also the generated frequent items are useful to do
prediction based on partial matching.

The User Action Predictor heavily depends on the seïver and has to communicate to
the server many times. However, there will be no major bandwidth issues because of the
extremely small amount of data sent back and forth to and from the server. Also, at present

the user action predictor does not calculate the confidence level for the predictions made.

However, it would be possible to find the confidence level for each of the predictions made

in the future by using association rules (see glossary Section). The home gateway can

then determine weather to automate devices based on the particular prediction and the
corresponding confidence level.

This chapter marks the end of my third and fourth phases of research, where I have

addressed the following two of the four challenges identified in the Section 1.8,

o Extracting meaningful device usage patterns from available smart home data, and
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o Predicting the user's next action for device automation.
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Chapter 6

Performance Evaluation

6.1 Overview

In this chapter, the evaluation plan used to assess the prototype system is described in
detail. The main aim is to evaluate the User Action Predictor's accuracy, which forms the

performance metric, for varying proportions of patterned and non-patterned smart home

data. If the predictive accuracy of the system is more than 80%, it will be assumed that the

system's performance is good ; and if the predictive accuracy is more than 60% and less than

8070, it will be assumed that the system's performance is moderate but needs ûne tuning. If
the predictive accuracy is less than 60%, it will be assumed that the system's performance

is poor.

The percentage predictive accuracy is calculated as follows:

W*1oo%
The following three control parameters we¡e used for in the study:
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1) The proportion of generated patterned and non-patterned smart home data.

2) The minimum support-count of the data-mining algorithm.

3) The spatial scenario.

The range of control parameters were arbitrarily chosen. The proportion of patterned

and non-patterned data was varied from 50% to 90% in steps of l0%. For each particular

proportion of patterned and non-patterned data, three different support count levels namely

low, medium and high were used:

1) Low : calculated as 60% of maximum possible support count.

2) Medium : calculated as 75% of maximum possible support count.

3) High : calculated as 90% of maximum possible support count.

The maximum possible support count depends on the number of weeks for which the

data are generated. For example, if the synthetic data is generated for a 4month period,

since the miner works based on days of the week, the maximum support count for a device

interaction will be i6 (total of 16 weeks? so a device interaction for a particular day of the

week can occur up to a maximum of 1ô times). Performance evaluation was assessed across

replications using different spatial scenarios as described in Section 6.2.

6.2 Experimental Procedure and Results

The following two sets of experiments \¡/ere conducted,

1) Calculation of predictive accuracy of the system when assisted with device-based

mining.

2) Calculation of predictive accuracy of the system when not assisted with device-based

mining.

Each of the two mentioned experiments were replicated ten times. Each replication was

done with different spatial scenarios. For each of the spatial scenarios (replications), the

proportions of patterned and non-patterned device interaction data generated was varied.
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Table 6 1: Predi tive of th low

Table 6.2: Predictive acc of the foruI'ac S meclìum Suooort count
Percentage of Patterned data Predictive accuracy with

device assisted mining

Predictive accuracy without

device assisted mining

9O7o 96.67% 96.67%

8O7o 95.00% 95.00%

70% 83.33% 80.00%

6OYo 68.33% 65.00%

SOYo 55.00% 50.00%

Average 79.67% 77.33%

For each of the proportions of patterned and non-patterned data, three different support
counts nameìy high, medium, and low were used to mine the data. For each of these three
different support counts six predictions were made. The predictive accuracy was calculated

as totaì number of correct predications divided by 60 (total number of predictions) multiplied
by 100.

The resulting predictive accuracies were averaged over the ten replications and the aver-

aged value was taken as the predictive accuracy of the system. The results are presented in
Tables 6.7,6.2,6.3 and Figure 6.1.

edi

tc accuracy oI tne svstem )r suDDort count
Percentage of Patterned data Predictive accuracy with

device assisted mining

Predictive accuracy without

device assisted mining

9O7o 100.00% 100.00%

8O7o 98.33% 98.33%

70% 86.67% 83.33%

60% 6r.67% 58.33%

50% 45.007 4r.677

Average 78.33% 76.33%
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Tabl 6.3: Pred

Figure 6.1: Predictive accuracy with device based mining.

e rctlve accuracy of the svstem for SU count
Percentage of Patterned data Predictive accuracy with

device assisted mining

Predictive accuracy without

device assisted mining

SOTo 95.00% 95.00%

8O7o 91.67% 9t.67%

7O7o 80.00% 80.00%

6O7o 56.67% 55.00%

5O%o 5r.67% 5r.67%

Average 75.00% 74.677

Predic itve accuracy for varying percentage of patterned data and
support count.

E

uo
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100 00%

90,00 %
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40.00 %
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Proportion of ¡rmtel ned <lata

.- LowSupport * ffidirl, tlllgrt 11- High Supporî * Average predictive Accuracy
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6.3 Results and Discussion

The goal of this evaluation was to test the ability of the data miner to predict a user's next

action on varying proportions of valid and invalid smart home data. Automating devices

wrongly will cause irritation to the user.

From the results presented in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, it is inferred that the system

performs better in most of the cases when the individual and the day based mining was

supplemented with device-based mining for low and medium support counts. This shows

that the system can identify overlapping device usage of multiple inhabitants as described

in Section 5-4. However when high support count is used to mine the data, device assisted

mining is of little use. This can be attributed to the fact that most of the overlapping device

interactions do not have the required high support count to be considered as interesting

patterns.

The average predictive accuracy of the system with device assisted mining for gTTo of
patterned data is 9Wo, for 80% of patterned data is g570, and for 70To of patterned data

is 83% with low, mediutn and high support counts put together. However, rhe predicative

accuracy deteriorates sharply for lower proportions ofpatterned data. This can be attributed

to the high amount of non-patterned (noisy) data generated.

For higher proportions of valid data the system performs similarly for low, medium and

high support counts. However, the system performs better with medium support count for

decreasing proportions of patterned data.

When a high support count is used for mining data with decreasing proportions of pat-

terned data, most of the regularly occurring device interactions do not satisfy the support

count criteria. Similarly, if a low support count is used for mining with decreasing propor-

tions of valid data, device interactions which are randomly generated satisfy the support

count criteria. In both cases the number of wrong predictions increases and the system

performs poorly.

It is clear that the system has very good predictive accuracy. Based, on the assumptions,

I conclude that our system performance in general is good when the percentage of patterned
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data generated is greater than or equal to 70%. The performance of the system is moderate

when the percentage of patterned data generated is in the range from 60% to T0%. But our
system performs poorly when the percentage of patterned data generated is less than 60%.

This Chapter marks the end of phase 5 of my research.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and F\rture Work

7.L Conclusion

In this research we have pursued two comprehensive studies, namely:

1) Synthetic data generation for smart homes, and

2) Design changes to existing sequential mining algorithms to mine smart home device

interaction data for predicting users' next device interactions.

First, we overviewed the existing popular synthetic data generators, identified their lim-

itations and their inability to generate plausible smart home data. Then we outlined our

design considerations and methodology, architecture and implementation details for gener-

ating plausible smart home data, and discussed our results and limitations. Our two level

hierarchical design to generate synthetic data based on spatial scenarios and devices avail-

able within that space has helped us to generate plausible and more realistic smart home

data' Our data generator has the capability to produce varying proportions ofpatterned and
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non-patterned data based on the input probability transition matrix of the Discrete Time
Markov Chain (DTMC). Our data generator uses controlled variation technique to produce
repeating device interaction patterns. And our data generator uses different random streams
to produce independent replications. All these feature makes our data generator flexible and
adaptable.

Second, we overviewed the existing sequential mining algorithms, identified the architec-
tural changes that needed to be done so that they can be used to mine smart home data.
We have presented our novel concept of distinguishing between events and significant events.
We use the concept of significant events to prune and log the smart home data. Using this
concept of significant events, we greatly reduced the amount of useÌess data that needs to
be stored in the database. We mine data based on individual, day of the week, and time
of the day as compared to mining data based on a population as in traditional sequential
mining algorithms. Mining based on individual user, day of the week, and event duration
has helped us to get good predictive accuracies. We presented our design consid.erations,

design methodology, architecture and implementation methodology of our Intelligent Miner
and User Action Predictor along with our results and discussions in Chapter b. Our User
Action Predictor, on average, has more than 80% prediction accuracy for input data sets

containing more than 70% of patterned data.

7.2 Future 'Work and Applications

There is a large array of possible future work. In this Section, I briefly discuss some possible

future work along with a few indicated in sections 4.b and 5.g of this thesis.
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Synthetic Data Generator

At present our data generator is only capable of producing data based on individual users at
a particular time; it does not generate data for multiple users at the same time. However,
interactions for multiple users can be created by combining the results of multiple runs. In
our future work, we can extend the base data generator to support generation of multiple
user data' To generate multiple user data we propose to consider independence and non-
independence between device interactions of different users. Also, it is our plan to make this
data generator client - server based, thereby enabling any external system to communicate
their requests to our data generator. This will help to automate the necessary integration
with the data mining component of the external systems and avoid the need for manual
processing in getting the synthetic data sets to the external data mining system.

Our synthetic data generator produces data repeatedly based on hierarchies and induces
time heterogeneity in the generated data. Because of these features our system can be easily
altered to produce various proportions of repeating time heterogenous hierarchical data such
as' fraudulent and/or non-fra.udulent credit card data, telephone band.ividth usage data, and
network intrusion data.

Intelligent Miner and the predictor

Our prototype system is greatly dependent on the server. If the server crashes then there
is a danger of all the essential automating services being stalled. However, considering the
home gateway's computational capabilities we substantiate the need for using server based

services' But in future it would be appropriate to study possible ways to have distributed
control and to have failsafe home automation server systems. Also, with the increase in
the computational capabilities of home gateways, it should be possible to collect/cache and

store some critical data such as mined patterns from server, personal preferences on device
automation, etc. on the home gateway and this will substantially reduce the dependence of
the gateway device on the server.
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Also, since the home gateway needs to be always connected to the Internet in order to

communicate with the server, a failure in the Internet connection can lead to stalling of the

system. In future, it would be interesting to study the various ways of providing failsafe

communication mechanisms between the home gateway and the home automation service

provider.

Because of personal data being stored and transmitted over the internet there are privacy

issues that needs to be addressed in the future.

At present the mining process is based on support count. However, support-count-based

mining can only differentiate between interesting patterns (which have the required support

count) and non-interesting patterns (which do not have the required support count) but not

between valid (interesting and authentic) and invalid (interesting a¡rd non-authentic) data.

This is clear from the results presented in table 6.2 i.e., if we use low support count for

decreasing proportions of valid data during the mining process, device interactions which

are randomly generated satisfy the support count criteria and are considered as interesting

patterns by the system. Because of this, the number of wrong predictions made by the

system increases. In future, it would be interesting to come up with algorithms which can

differentiate patterns based on both their support count and validity.

Our system cìassifies data based on significant events. In future, it would be interesting to

study how the system performs when supplied with regular expression constraints specifying

a valid start state and a valid end state of event-sequences. I propose that using regular

expression constraints will reduce the number of features to be mined, but however specifying

a single regular expression constraint which can represent and/or contain all the possible

events would be a complex task. There is also a high chance of missing some important

event sequences when using regular expression constraints.

At present our system needs training time. The system collects device interaction data

over the period of time and mines the data before automating the home. In future, it
should be possible to collect and store the user preference which specify the devices to be

automated based on time, user preference, and day of the week. And using this preference
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data we can automate the home till our system is sufficiently trained and ready to take over

the automation process. We have made a provision for the preference manager in our system

architecture, so in future with proper design considerations it should be easy to integrate
the preference manâger module in our system.
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